Editor's key points † A monitor interface that displays data metaphorically with normal values and trends was evaluated. † Data interpretation from a standard monitor and the new one+trends was compared by 32 clinicians. † No significant differences were found in time to diagnosis and accuracy between the monitors. † Visual metaphors did not improve performance and 40% of the complications were identified incorrectly.
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The proportion of anaesthesia-related incidents due to human error is found to be more than 60%.
1 -3 Many of these incidents can be attributed to the physician failing to recognize a pattern in the patient's clinical information. 4 Small deviations in patient variables can evolve into incidents causing harm to the patient. 5 6 However, the presentation of patient variables in current anaesthesia monitors is not optimal for fast detection and interpretation of complications. 7 -9 For example, numerical values and curves need to be interpreted one-by-one to obtain a diagnosis. 10 An integrated representation of patient variables in a graphical display has been shown to increase the accuracy and speed of diagnosis. 6 11 The integrated view supports the non-analytical, pattern-recognizing nature of diagnosing, especially when the display highlights the physiological relationships between the variables. 12 A promising example of such a display uses rectangles to proportionally represent 30 different patient variable values. 6 The steady-state value for each variable was represented by a frame around each rectangle. Because heights and widths of the rectangles changed proportionally with values of patient variables, deviations from normal values are easily detectable. In a patient simulation, anaesthetists were presented with four critical events: blood loss, inadequate paralysis with spontaneous ventilation, cuff leak, and depletion of soda lime. Their results showed a significant effect in detection time and identification time of these events. However, this monitor displays variables not routinely measured, such as fluid balance. 6 Inspired by this study, interface (MAI), but adapted the design to only show variables that are measured during anaesthesia. We used structured interviews with anaesthetists and anaesthesia trainees to identify preferred variables to include in the design. For example, we included information about the direction in which values change, by adding trend arrows, to emphasize these changes, because it was suggested that would be useful. We aimed to compare the diagnostic and treatment performance of a standard monitor and our new monitor. In the previous study, 6 four relatively simple complications were presented but we presented subjects with 10 complications of differing complexity. We hypothesized that the subjects would recognize the complications faster with the metaphorical monitor compared with the standard monitor. In addition, we hypothesized that they would recognize the complications faster in monitors with trend arrows compared with those without trend information. Furthermore, we hypothesized increased recognition performance in combined standard and metaphorical monitors compared with single monitors.
Methods

Metaphorical display design
In consultation with five anaesthetists, five anaesthesia trainees, and five nurse anaesthetists of the Department of Anesthesiology of the University Hospital Groningen, we developed a graphical display based on the interface described by Michels and colleagues. 6 Based on the perceived need for accentuating the direction of change in the measured values, we developed two versions of the display: the 'normal' MAI ( Fig. 1) , and a monitor with trend arrows showing the direction of change (tMAI) (Fig. 2) . The anaesthetists indicated that nine patient variables should be presented, which we grouped according to the physiological system they represented: the respiratory and the vascular system, specified at the top of the screen by two icons. 
Trend
In our group of professionals, there was no consensus about the value of trend information in monitoring. We decided to add trend arrows in two monitor conditions. These trend arrows indicated the speed and direction of change for each cardiovascular variable typical for the simulated complication. Visual metaphors do not improve anaesthetists' performance SD¼9.9 yr) and 16 anaesthesia trainees (mean age¼32.7 yr; SD¼2.6 yr; mean experience¼3.7 yr; SD¼2.2 yr). Clinicians who had been consulted on the design of the graphical display were excluded from participation in the experiment.
Experimental methods
Stimuli
Screenshots of the monitors were presented to the subjects. Five different monitor types and combinations were used: standard, metaphorical, metaphorical+standard, metaphorical with trends, and metaphorical with trends+standard. The screenshot presented a specific anaesthesia-related complication in a male patient (weight 70 kg, height 1.78 m). The complications and corresponding treatments used are shown in Table 1 .
Experimental design
The time to diagnosis was calculated as the time between the presentation of the complication and the subject pressing the 'I know' button. After pressing the button, the screenshot immediately disappeared from the screen to prevent subjects from re-checking the monitor while answering the questions. On the following screen, subjects had to choose the correct diagnosis from a list of possible complications.
After that, subjects selected the treatment of their choice from a list of possible treatments. A within-subject design was used: all subjects were presented with all five monitor types, presented within five blocks. The order of the blocks (monitors) was determined using a Latin-square design. Each experimental block started with five practices, followed by 11 experimentals (10 complications and one distractor). The distractor trial was added to avoid subjects predicting the complication of the last trial. The complications in each set were presented in a predefined random order. The order of complications in each set was fixed for all subjects.
In the practices, subjects were acquainted with the monitors and the task. They were instructed to select a diagnosis and the appropriate treatment for each complication as quickly and accurately as possible. The experiment lasted 45-60 min. Afterwards, no feedback was given to participants about their performance of the task.
Apparatus
The experiment was run on an Apple MacBook Pro, Intel Core 2 Duo 2.26 GHz, 2 GB DDR3 SDRAM, 13.3 in glossy TFT LED backlit display (1280×800 pixels) at 80% brightness. The input device for the experiment was an external two-button mouse. The experimental setting was created in Java J2SE 5 (licensed by Sun Microsystems).
Data collection and analysis
During the experiment, all subjects' responses were logged. The number of correct identifications was taken as a measure of diagnostic performance. Time to and accuracy of diagnosis and treatment were analysed using repeatedmeasures analysis of variance (ANOVA) (using SPSS 16.0 Software; SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).
Power analysis was conducted using G*Power Software (Heinrich-Heine University, Dü sseldorf, Germany). To obtain an effect size of f¼0.27 and a power of 96.1% at a 0.05 significance level, we included 32 participants in our design. 
Results
Group effects
One-way repeated-measures ANOVA (Huyn -Feldt corrections) showed no significant main effect of group on time to diagnosis ( Fig. 3) (1)¼0.21, P¼0.65]. As the groups did not differ significantly, we collapsed data across both groups in our further analyses.
Diagnostic accuracy
Overall, participants correctly diagnosed 60% of all complications. A repeated-measures ANOVA carried out on the number of correct identifications of complications for each monitor showed no significant difference in diagnostic accuracy between monitors, F 4,36 ¼1.37, P¼0.26. Identification scores for the complications varied highly: subjects correctly identified anaphylaxis in only 10% of the cases, while insufficient depth of anaesthesia was always identified correctly. The scores for anaphylaxis, diffusion, air embolism, and tension pneumothorax were ,50%. (Fig. 4) . There was also no main effect of monitor type on diagnostic times when we included trials with incorrect identifications, F 3.6,112 ¼1.28, P¼0.28.
Diagnostic times
Treatment accuracy
In total, there were 1600 treatment decisions; of which, 717 (45%) were inconsistent with the complication presented. Interestingly, almost 30% of all incorrect treatments (203 cases) involved supplying 100% oxygen. In these cases, other treatments were more appropriate.
Post hoc analyses
Because of the large number of incorrect diagnoses, we performed post hoc analyses on the nature of the diagnostic errors. First, we looked at the number of variables in a complication deviating from steady state, which we thought might be indicative of the difficulty of diagnosis. We found a significant relationship between the number of variables deviating from normal and the number of correctly diagnosed complications, r¼20.55, P (two-tailed)¼0.042: the higher the number of deviating variables, the lower the diagnostic accuracy.
Because frequency and recency have been found to be important factors in diagnosing, 10 we also compared the complications used in our experiment with those from the Australian Incidence monitoring study, 11 in which 2000
anaesthesia-related incidents were analysed (Table 2) . We found that the frequency of anaesthesia-related complications in clinical practice 13 had a relationship to our diagnostic scores [t¼0.56, P (two-tailed)¼0.037] in that complications with a higher incidence in clinical practice were identified correctly more often in our experiment than less common complications.
Discussion
The main finding in our controlled study was that diagnostic time and accuracy with our new metaphorical monitor was Visual metaphors do not improve anaesthetists' performance similar to that with the standard monitor. However, based on the positive results in a previous study, 6 we had hypothesized that anaesthetists and trainees would diagnose complications quicker and more accurately with our metaphorical monitor compared with the standard monitor. That we did not find the same positive effects on diagnostic performance was unexpected.
One explanation of this discrepancy may be the difficulty of the complications presented. In the previous study, four relatively easy complications were presented. We used 10 complications of varying levels of difficulty, some of which proved difficult to diagnose. We also used a static rather than a dynamic monitor, thus depriving the subject of dynamic information. We had included trend arrows in our monitor to indicate dynamic developments. This did not improve diagnostic performance compared with no trend information, so the absence of dynamic information was perhaps not an important factor in the differing results of the two studies. It was nonetheless surprising that trend information did not improve diagnostic performance. Anaesthetists in the initial interviews had indicated that trend information would be a valuable addition to any anaesthesia monitor. Studies on attention to visual cues 10 12 show that trend information increases the saliency of the deviating variables, drawing attention to these variables, and it seems likely that this would improve diagnostic performance. A further reason for the lack of positive effects on diagnostic performance may lie in the design of our new monitor. The new design is based on the IGAD monitor 6 and on the suggestions from the structured interviews. However, the use of preferences of the interviewees does not guarantee the best usable monitor for all anaesthetists. Although we cannot definitively explain why our metaphorical monitor did not improve diagnostic performance, the most important finding is possibly the large number of incorrect diagnoses: 40% of the complications were diagnosed incorrectly, irrespective of monitor type. This may be due to the static nature of the monitoring task and the artificial nature of the laboratory setup, which deprived the subjects of contextual information. We did however take care to include only complications that could be diagnosed on the basis of the values on the monitor alone, so it was possible to arrive at the correct diagnosis. The complications were textbook cases with which all anaesthetists should have been familiar. An important advantage of our setup was that there was no real time pressure: although the subjects were asked to respond as fast as possible, without making errors (which is a standard instruction in this type of research), the task itself was self-paced and they could take as long as needed to arrive at a diagnosis. Although this may be different from clinical practice and is thus less realistic, it does mean that the incorrect diagnoses were not the result of lack of thinking time.
Other studies have also found that diagnostic performance of anaesthetists can be suboptimal. For example, in a dynamic simulation study, 12 anaphylaxis was not recognized by 60% of the subjects, being confused with tachycardia (17% of diagnoses given) and pneumothorax (17%). In our study, anaphylaxis was also identified poorly (only 16%), and was also often confused with tachycardia (37%) and pneumothorax (20%). This suggests that our subjects' performance was not unusual but in accordance with what others have found.
The post hoc analysis showed that there was a pattern in the type of errors committed. First, when the values of one complication overlapped with those of another complication, they were easily confused (e.g. confusion between air embolism, tachycardia, and anaphylaxis, which differ only in CO 2 values, was common, Table 3 ). Secondly, there seems to be an effect of the number of variables deviating from normal and the amount of deviation from normal values on diagnosing performance. The more variables deviating from normal, the more difficult it was to diagnose it correctly (Table 2) . We speculate that this relates to the limited capacity of working memory, making it difficult to hold and compare many variables in working memory. Lastly, the frequency of complications in clinical practice affects diagnosis selection in our experiment: complications with a high incidence in clinical practice are more often identified correctly in our experiment than those that are less common. This conforms to findings in research on clinical reasoning, where complications or illnesses that occur more frequent and/or more recent are diagnosed faster than lower frequency or less recent complications or illnesses. 13 14 In effect, when the subjects in our study confuse diagnoses, they select the more frequent diagnosis. For example, in the case of anaphylaxis, which resembles both air embolism and tachycardia, the more frequent complication (tachycardia) is preferred over the less frequent complication (air embolism). It is assumed that generation of hypotheses (diagnoses) is an automatic process, where more recent or more frequent hypotheses are preferred. After hypothesis generation, a deliberate process starts, in which the generated hypotheses are evaluated against the available evidence.
Our results confirm the effect of clinical practice incidence on diagnosis generation but also suggest that the subjects may have failed to evaluate the generated hypotheses more thoroughly. They had time to (re)consider their initial diagnosis (the more frequent complication) and look for information that would have differentiated it from the actual complication. This bias is not uncommon: for example, in a human patient simulator study, 14 fixation errors or failure to revise a plan in the presence of inconsistent cues were made by 63% of subjects. Because this bias is strong and frequent, to counteract this bias, we suggest that a decision support system (DSS) could be useful. The DSS could use the measured values of the physiological variables and call attention to diagnoses that anaesthetists may overlook: complications that are less frequent; with a large number of deviating variables; and complications that are easily confused. A DSS could have an additional role as it could suggest diagnoses before physiological changes develop into an adverse event.
Our study may suggest that numerical monitor data are sufficient for clinical diagnosis when the data are clearly presented or incorporated in a DSS. However, the clinical context may not correspond to the monitor data, because of artifacts or when the picture is not typical, leading to confusion and misinterpretation. Therefore, the presentation of monitor data, in whatever format, should support the anaesthetist's clinical judgement, but never replace it.
In this study, we examined whether a metaphorical monitor improves diagnosing performance of anaesthetists. Even though our subjects were not familiar with the metaphorical monitor, their diagnosing performance was similar to that with the standard monitor. Interestingly, a high number (40%) of complications were identified incorrectly, irrespective of monitor type. Diagnostic errors were to a certain extent predictable. However, they included complications that are less frequent, shared similar variable values with other diagnoses, and had a large number of variables values deviating from normal. Anaesthetists normally use direct observational information in addition to monitor values when making a diagnosis. Although all complications in this study were identifiable on the basis of the monitor values alone, it seems feasible to develop a diagnosing support system based on these values. Such a system could support, although never replace, the anaesthetist's clinical judgement by calling attention to rare, but life-threatening diagnoses that may not have been considered. How this should be interlaced within anaesthetic practice warrants further research.
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